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Note
: This document covers only the section (subdomain) of the web page
https://investment.skillsplace.net/

Goods delivery
Skillsplace fundraising policy does not provide for any sale or delivery of goods to
addresses.
Provision of services
Skillsplace provide to donors a “conditional services” of accumulation, storage and
following spending (according to purpose) of donations. Donations are legally qualify
as gifts. Making donations, no one can receive in return company shares, corporate
rights, investor status, cashback, bonuses and so on. Skillsplace, after receiving
donations, does not have any further obligations to donors. The only thing the
company undertakes to do is spend the accumulated funds according to their
intended purpose - this procedure can only be considered as a self-made obligation.
Formally, after receiving donations, the company does not undertake to provide
anyone with any specific and especially paid services.
Skillsplace cannot issue an official donation receipt for services.
Gifts status
In response to donations, Skillsplace gives to donors the gifts.
This is a form of gratitude to the company to its donors for their contribution to the
fundraising campaign for the needs of the company. Such gratitude can only be
considered as gifts.
Gifts are not goods and services and are not and cannot be considered as such.
Please note that according to the national legislation of some countries, gifts may be
taxed.
Unfortunately, we cannot calculate the value of our gifts in tangible equivalent, since
most of them are temporary rights to use the paid services of our Skillsplace website.
When sending gifts to our donors, we do not envisage receiving back any funds or
return services. Also, the fact of receiving gifts from Skillsplace does not cause
donors any obligations to the company.
Gifts delivery

Delivery of gifts may be made by doing anything which the parties agree shall be
treated as delivery or which has the effect of putting the goods in the possession of
the donor or of any person authorized to hold them on his behalf. Delivery of goods
may be actual, symbolic or constructive.
Delivery of the goods are concurrent conditions, that is to say, the company shall be
ready and willing to give possession of the gift to the donor, and the donor shall be
ready and willing for the possession of the gifts.
Apart from any express contract, the company is not bound to deliver the gifts until
the donor applies for delivery. It is the duty of the donor to demand delivery. If he
does not apply of delivery, the company has no cause of action against the donor.
The parties may, however, agree otherwise.
Donor can apply for delivery in such ways:
- makes attachment of his email and postal address with the donation on payment
page.
- sends a cover letter to the company email (ad789087@outlook.com) with the
payment details of the donation and his postal address.
Gift Delivery Terms
Dates for the start of dispatch are indicated by
https://investment.skillsplace.net/documentation in the document "Description of
goods and services" in section 4. Deadlines.
Unfortunately, Skillsplace cannot calculate the specific dates for the delivery of gifts
to the donor’s country of residence.
Gifts will be sent from Ukraine or China, and will be delivered from approximately 2
weeks to 60 days. However, national carriers of the sending and receiving countries
may set different deadlines. The rules for the supply of goods are regulated
exclusively by local laws of Ukraine, China and the country of residence of the donor.
The time perioddoes not includethe time when the parcel arrived at the regional
post office and until the time when the donor physically did not receive it.
Skillsplace is not responsible for any delay in customs, including a delay in order to
conduct an additional inspection of the parcel.
The company obligated the donor to warn her in advance of local customs
restrictions on leather goods.
In the event of formal circumstances, which are described in detail in
https://investment.skillsplace.net/documentation in the document "Description of
goods and services" in section 7. Force Majeure, the company disclaims any

responsibility for the timing and delivery of a gift, until the specific disappearance of
formative circumstances.
Links
This document is an integral part of documents from the "Documentation" section of
this website, our Cookie policy, Privacy policy and Terms and Conditions, as well as
principles of contract law and common law.
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